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leonardos painting technique fascinated for centuries. the artist employed so many different drawing
methods and painting techniques - described in leonardo s original notebooks - that scholars had

long struggled to uncover the secrets behind his highly individual visual language. leonardo da vinci:
painter at the court of milan offered visitors an unprecedented look into the preparatory process of
this master - the world s greatest painter. now the techniques and theories of this remarkable artist
are being celebrated for the first time in a touring exhibition. this exhibition also drew on the most
extensive collection of leonardo s visual notes and sketches to-date to demonstrate the remarkable

range of ideas and experiments that the artist had been conducting up until his death in 1519.
inspired by the recently restored national gallery painting, the virgin of the rocks, this exhibition
focused on leonardo as an artist. in particular, it concentrated on the work he produced as court

painter to duke lodovico sforza in milan in the late 1480s and 1490s. si el ejemplar esta no cuadro ha
de ser remedio, como lo indica la autorizacion 6961-2016 de la real academia de buenas letras, ni

ser nueva. si, como decsiona la sociedadleonardo de gavello, el trabajo ha de ser libre de derechos.
leonardo was not the only genius to consider himself an engineer. in fact, his interests in topology,

geometry and mechanics allowed him to build a remarkable series of instruments. leonardo s
workshop was amongst the most sophisticated and productive of its time. from it emerged ingenious

inventions such as the screw, the bodkin (dagger), the pry, the vise, the derrick, the crane, the
boiler, the ballista, the chest and the parachute.
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leonardo da vinci: painter at the court of milan was the most complete display of leonardos rare
surviving paintings ever held. this unprecedented exhibition the first of its kind anywhere in the
world brought together sensational international loans never before seen in the uk. leonardo da

vinci: a life in drawing features 12 drawings at each venue, all selected to reflect the full range of
leonardo's interestspainting, sculpture, architecture, music, anatomy, engineering, cartography,

geology and botany. a full colour booklet is included with each drawing. an entirely new,
comprehensive study of the enigmatic leonardo da vinci, this outstanding exhibition showcases more

than fifty works selected from the most important museums in the world - ranging from early
drawings and manuscripts to final paintings and models for his masterpieces, all presented together
for the first time in a major public exhibition in europe. taken collectively, this wealth of art, science
and life stories from the italian renaissance shows how leonardo embraced a wide range of interests,

giving form to ideas of the human body, man's relationship with nature and the speed of the
heavens. it also gives fresh insights into the sources of his creativity and offers new insights into the
intimate details of his life. featuring more than fifty works by leonardo - including the mona lisa and
the last supper - this one of a kind, blockbuster exhibition reveals leonardo as a man who was driven
by science, art and curiosity and, in his lifetime, became one of the most famous men in the world.
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